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NEW QUESTION: 1
Assume you created a backup of the world database by the
following statement.
shell&gt; mysqldump --opt world &gt; dump.sql
How can you import the data from this dumped file into the test
database?
A. shell&gt; mysqladmin recover test dump.sql
B. mysql&gt; USE test;mysql&gt; SOURCE dump.sql;
C. shell&gt; mysql test &lt; dump.sql
D. mysql&gt; RECOVER test dump.sql;
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
32.8.1. Reloading mysqldump Output
To reload an SQL-format dump file produced by mysqldump,
process it with mysql. For example,
you mighthave made a copy of the Country table in the world
database with this command:
shell&gt; mysqldump world Country &gt; dump.sql To reload the
file later, use mysql: shell&gt; mysql world &lt; dump.sql
2.5. Using Script Files with mysql
One way to process a script file is by executing it with a
SOURCE command from within mysql:
mysql&gt; SOURCE input_file;

NEW QUESTION: 2

When conducting a penetration test of an IT system, an
organization should be MOST concerned with:
A. restoring all systems to the original state.
B. logging all changes made to the production system.
C. the confidentiality of the report.
D. finding all possible weaknesses on the system.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
All suggested items should be considered by the system owner
before agreeing to penetration tests, but the most important
task is to be able to restore all systems to their original
state. Information that is created and/or stored on the tested
systems should be removed from these systems. If for some
reason, at the end of the penetration test, this is not
possible, all files (with their location) should be identified
in the technical report so that the client's technical staff
will be able to remove these after the report has been
received.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Before upgrading SecurePlatform to GAiA, you should create a
backup. To save time, many administrators use the command
backup. This creates a backup of the Check Point configuration
as well as the system configuration.
An administrator has installed the latest HFA on the system for
fixing traffic problem after creating a backup file. There is a
mistake in the very complex static routing configuration.
The Check Point configuration has not been changed. Can the
administrator use a restore to fix the errors in static
routing?
A. A backup cannot be restored, because the binary files are
missing.
B. The restore is done by selecting Snapshot Management from
the boot menu of GAiA.
C. The restore can be done easily by the command restore and
copying netconf.C from the production environment.
D. The restore is not possible because the backup file does not
have the same build number (version).
Answer: C
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